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***NO MEETING IN DECEMBER***
The Leonids Peak and The Geminids Peak
An ASASSN1 Out There
More Planetary + Lunar Conjunctions
Out Reach Opportunities for NBAC
Observer’s Highlight Calendar for Clear Skies
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Time
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5:42 am CST
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Dec
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Dec
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Event
The Leonid meteor shower peaks 3 am in the eastern sky
Can you spot the 1-day old crescent Moon + Venus, Jupiter,
Spica, and Mars near the east-southeast horizon?
New Moon
Check out the southwestern horizon for Saturn, crescent Moon
and Mercury below. Use binoculars.
First Quarter Moon
Saturn and Mercury are close off the southwestern horizon
Full Moon
The Moon and Regulus get close high in the southwestern sky
Last Quarter Moon
The crescent Moon teams up with Mars, Jupiter, and alpha libra
The Geminid meteor shower peaks in the high southern sky

11:03 am CST
Dusk
9:47 am CST
Pre-Dawn
1:51 am CST
Pre-Dawn
11pm on the 13th
through 5 am on the 14th
12:30 pm CST
New Moon
10:28 am CST
Winter Solstice, longest night of the year – YES!

Solar System Roundup
Comets PANSTARRS (C/2016 R2) & ASASSN1 (C/2017 O1)
PANSTARRS (C/2016 R2) is another dim (magnitude 10-11) comet. It’s from the Oort cloud
and is still moving northwest through Orion. Between the 10th and 13th it glides to the
south and west of Pi2 (π2) Orionis.
ASASSN1 (All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae) is another dim comet, at around
magnitude 8. It is in Camelopardalis, heading into Cepheus and generally toward Polaris. It
will skim southwesterly by Polaris in early December
Mercury starts its ascent into the evening horizon sky by November 17th and gains
altitude into December. It teams up with Saturn and the Moon November 19-21.
Venus is a morning “star”. It rises a couple of hours before the Sun and puts on a show,
teaming up with the Moon, Mars, Spica, and Jupiter on November 17th.
Earth still spins, and we are still here to marvel at the wonders of our universe.
The Moon is “super” on December 3rd as it is the largest (closest) full Moon of 2017
Mars is a morning “star” but not so good for observing. It pairs up with other objects in
the pre-dawn sky.
Asteroids: Magnitude 7.7 Iris is in Aries and moving southward from Beta (β) Arietis .
Jupiter is a morning “star” and teams up with Venus, Mars, Spica, and the Moon in predawn hours of November 17th.
Saturn is in the southwest at dark. It is edging ever closer to the horizon and teams up
with Mercury and the Moon after sunset November 19-21
Uranus is best observed late at night, in Pisces.
Neptune can be viewed in Aquarius.
Pluto is in Sagittarius

What is it?
Magnitude: The logarithmic measure of the brightness of an object using a
specific wavelength of light. Example: Magnitude 1 is 10x brighter than mag 2.

• Apparent (m, or vmag): How bright the object appears in the sky.
• Absolute (Mv, V, or H): How bright a star would appear if it were 10
parsecs (32.6 light years) from Earth. How bright a planet would appear if it
were 1 astronomical unit (AU = 93 million miles) from Earth.

My Observing Pick: Vulpecula
The “little fox” or “fox”, Vulpecula is little and faint. Its brightest star is magnitude 4. This fox
is caught in the summer triangle, ever to languish in the shadows of Lyra, Cygnus, and Aquila.
17th century astronomer Johannes Hevelius created Vulpecula as Vulpecula et Anser, the “little
fox and (or with) a goose”. The fox and goose were separated for a while but later merged
into just the “fox”. Not to be forgotten, the goose (Anser) is the name of α Vulpeculae. Fox
and goose, kind of like moose and squirrel.

Name

Object Type

M27

Planetary nebula

Cr399

Asterism – formerly
open star cluster
Open cluster

NGC6885/C37
NGC6882

Open cluster

Location
About 3°
southeast of α
Vulpeculae
About 3° south
of α
About 3.5° eastnortheast of α
Same as 6885

Description
Named the Dumbbell nebula, it’s a
magnitude 7.5 lobed nebula. Visible in
binoculars but better in larger instruments
Named Brocchi’s cluster it is also called the
coathanger
Sparse
Sparse

Opportunities for NBAC Reach out
Mark deKiewiet has provided the following opportunities to help other Organizations

Palmetto State Park
Contact:

Liz Palfini
(830) 672-3266
liz.palfini@tpwd.texas.gov

New Moon Hike-in Star Party
8:00p to 10:00p
Sat, December 16, 2017

1/4 mile night hike to a star viewing area
Take a walk on the wild side on the darkest night of the month. Meet up in the parking lot at Palmetto
State Park's historic CCC Refectory. We’ll explore approximately 1/4 mile of trail. Please also bring a
flashlight and wear closed-toe shoes. We will walk to the long boardwalk on the Mesquite Flats trail
and view the stars through a telescope. This program is free with regular admission to the park.
($3.00 for adults, children under 13 are free)

Total Lunar Eclipse
6:30a to 8:00a
Wed, January 31, 2018
Liz Palfini
(830) 672-3266
liz.palfini@tpwd.texas.gov

It's a blood moon morning at Palmetto SP. A total lunar eclipse will be visible in the early morning hours.
Join park staff for an early morning event that literally happens during a blue moon. January 31 marks
the second full moon in January making it a blue moon. On top of that fun fact we will also experience
a total lunar eclipse or blood moon just before the moon sets in the horizon. We're hoping the park
overlook will provide good viewing that morning. We'll have our telescope out.
Bring your thermos; it will probably be chilly. Program is free.

New Braunfels and Guadalupe Master Naturalists
The New Braunfels and Guadalupe Master naturalists do not have any lectures on the night
sky. Astronomy is in their curriculum, but they have no one to present. They are looking for
someone to present a 45-minute talk + 15 minute Q&A at one of their monthly
meetings. Guadalupe is look for someone in February next year.

Coming up: OUR 224th ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING
Thursday, January

18th, 2018, from 7 – 9:00 p.m., held in the conference room of TJ’s restaurant on Loop

Road (337). Have dinner and/or a beverage if you like.
The New Braunfels Astronomy Club can be reached at www.astronomynbtx.org
Eric Erickson ewandnl@yahoo.com

